
• Actionable insights that stop potential faults sooner 
• Expert diagnosis that keeps machines running longer
• Continual upgrades to power-up your processes

Pulp and Paper processing: Paper mill machine rolls and felts, motor condition  

Take your machine monitoring 
one step beyond



w

Pulp and Paper processing 
Paper mill machine rolls and felts, motor condition

Push the limits of your pulp 
and paper process
Accurate machine monitoring is critical for maximizing 
uptime and limiting costly emergency repairs in a pulp 
and paper plant. BKV Beyond is a reliable, cost-effective, 
and essential component of your condition monitoring 
strategy. You will be forewarned of potential machine 
faults and equipped with actionable insights, empowering 
you to plan maintenance activities and avoid harmful 
unscheduled production stoppages. BKV Beyond provides 
industry-leading monitoring of critical machines from 
conveyors, chippers, blowers, refiners, pressure screens, 
agitators, nip monitoring, rollers, and cylinders to semi-
critical electrical motors, pumps, fans, gears, and beyond.

Get the benefits
Fix faults faster with actionable insights
Turn raw data into smarter decisions. BKV Beyond collects 
information and uses AI to rapidly detect potential faults, 
identify the root cause, and suggest solutions.

Diagnosis you can depend on
A qualified engineer in our remote team double-checks 
everything the AI recommends. So you can act with 
confidence on our actionable insights, preventing 
unexpected outages and only scheduling maintenance 
when it’s needed.

Embrace the future with ease
When you connect your machines with the BKV Beyond 
platform, we handle all system upgrades, maintenance, 
and critical security patches for you, without interrupting 
your operations.

Keep getting better and better
Our AI is always learning, so it can better understand the 
health of your assets. As time goes on, the system will help 
you power-up processes and fix faults even faster.

  Find out more: www.bkvibro.com 

UNLEASH PERFORMANCE WITH LIMITLESS ASSET HEALTH MANAGEMENT

Wired sensors and fully on-site software also available. All data remains owned by the customer. 
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Collect
Monitor your machines with our  

fast-to-fit BKV Collect wireless sensors. 

Connect
Harness sensor data securely and 

centralize your communications with 
BKV Connect gateways. 

BKV Beyond
Work smarter with actionable 

insights identified by AI, verified 
by our experts.


